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Date: 12/30/63 

  

ee (Type in plain text or code) 

+ AIRTEL AIR MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

q 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

‘SKC, DALLAS (44-1639) P - 

JACK » Qusy, aka; - , . 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka - VICTIM (DEC.) 

“+ CR _ _. 
(00° DL) 

  

RE: 

‘Re Cincinnati airtel 12/3/63 to Bureau, Chicago, Dallas 
and New York; Chicago teletype 12/5/63, 11:15 PM, to Bureau, = - 
New York and Dallas; Dallas airtel 12/11/63 to Bureau and New 
York; New York airtel to Bureau and Dallas 12/20/63; New York 
airtel 12/10/63 to Dallas, enclosing FD-302 of interviews with * 
PATRICK MC DONALD (copies enclosed for Bureau, Cincinnati and 
Chicago), all relating to: POSSIBLE ACTIVITY BY RUBY IN FAIR 
PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE (FPCC). 

. 

. . tl, 

Referenced Cincinnati airtel related to an anonymous” 4 
communication postmarked Cincinnati, 12/2/63, enclosing a et 
photograph from the 1962 Compton Year Book of a group of people 
affiliated.with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.® The writer 
of this anonymous communication encircled (on the photo) the 
picture of a man who:. the writer believed bore a t "striking 
resemblance to JACK RUBY". _ a 

. In the opinion of Agents in the Dallas Office, who: 
observed RUB following his arrest, it was not believed the = 
individual in question in the photo referred to above bore’ eny~ 
resemblance /t9 BY. 
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    3 By ‘referenced Dallas airtel “dated aasiyea, ‘the New 
York “Office was requested to contact sources familiar with 
activities of FPCC in an effort to positively identify the 
individual in question. 

    

       

  

oe as _ Referenced New York “airtel dated 12/20/63 Gontained' 
er information ‘that the ‘person in question in the 

. identified a JOSE GARCIA LOPEZ 

  

          

    

   

   

  

    

   

  

Since the above investigation relates primarily to ao 
security-type matter, and since RUBY has been eliminated in this | 
instance as being possibly connected with the _FPCC, the enclosed - 
FD-302 is not being incorporated in, a. report : in instant, Civil oz 
Rights . Cases Vey: fen Eb ° 
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